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Motivation	update
Old	phase	diagram	
(arXiv:1307.3536)
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Figure 3: Left: SM phase diagram in terms of Higgs and top pole masses. The plane is
divided into regions of absolute stability, meta-stability, instability of the SM vacuum, and non-
perturbativity of the Higgs quartic coupling. The top Yukawa coupling becomes non-perturbative
for Mt > 230 GeV. The dotted contour-lines show the instability scale ⇤I in GeV assuming
↵3(MZ) = 0.1184. Right: Zoom in the region of the preferred experimental range of Mh and Mt

(the grey areas denote the allowed region at 1, 2, and 3�). The three boundary lines correspond
to 1-� variations of ↵3(MZ) = 0.1184±0.0007, and the grading of the colours indicates the size
of the theoretical error.

The quantity �e↵ can be extracted from the e↵ective potential at two loops [112] and is explicitly
given in appendix C.

4.3 The SM phase diagram in terms of Higgs and top masses

The two most important parameters that determine the various EW phases of the SM are the
Higgs and top-quark masses. In fig. 3 we update the phase diagram given in ref. [4] with our
improved calculation of the evolution of the Higgs quartic coupling. The regions of stability,
metastability, and instability of the EW vacuum are shown both for a broad range of Mh and
Mt, and after zooming into the region corresponding to the measured values. The uncertainty
from ↵3 and from theoretical errors are indicated by the dashed lines and the colour shading
along the borders. Also shown are contour lines of the instability scale ⇤I .

As previously noticed in ref. [4], the measured values of Mh and Mt appear to be rather
special, in the sense that they place the SM vacuum in a near-critical condition, at the border
between stability and metastability. In the neighbourhood of the measured values of Mh and
Mt, the stability condition is well approximated by

Mh > 129.6GeV + 2.0(Mt � 173.34GeV)� 0.5GeV
↵3(MZ)� 0.1184

0.0007
± 0.3GeV . (64)

The quoted uncertainty comes only from higher order perturbative corrections. Other non-

19

New	phase	diagrams	
(1708.08124)

What	changed?
• Complete	instability	boundary	to	NLO
• Stability	boundary	gauge	invariant
• EW/QCD	threshold	effects	included
• Proper	handling	of	correlated	errors
• Universe	lifetime	=	10139 years	

• Higgs	mass	uncertainty	smaller	than	as uncertainty

Higgs-Top	mass	plane as - top	mass	plane
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For	3s exclusion	need
• Dmt <	250	MeV	or
• Das <	0.00025



Fine	tuning?
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Top	mass	schemes
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Best	measurements	come	from	reconstructing	hadronic	top	decays

CMS	(7&8	TeV):	172.44	± 0.48	GeV
ATLAS	(8	TeV):				172.84	± 0.70	GeV
PDG	2014:											173.1	± 0.6	GeV

Is	there	an	additional	scheme	ambiguity?

Monte	Carlo	mass
• Parameter	in	PYTHIA/Herwig
• Depends	on	tuning
• How	to	relate	to	theoretically	precise	mass	(i.e.	MSbar)?

Pole	mass
• Well	defined	theory	mass
• Translation	to	MSbar has	a	~110	MeV	ambiguity	1605.03609

• Related	to	non-convergence	of	asymptotic	series
• Equals	MC	mass	at	leading	order

MSR	mass
• Introduced	by	Hoang	et	al.	0803.4214
• Converts	to	MSbar mass	without	ambiguity
• Used	in	precision	boosted	top	calculations	

e.g.			1708.02586
• Closer	to	MC	mass?

• Conversion	depends	on	tuning
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ues. For a given profile and value of ↵s(mZ) we fit the
parameters mt and ⌦i of the hadron level QCD predic-
tions to this MC dataset. We fit for integrals over bins in
⌧
2

of size ' 0.13 GeV/Q. For each Q value the distribu-
tion is normalized over the fit range, and multiple Qs are
needed simultaneously to break degeneracies. This pro-
cedure is carried out for the MC output and the QCD
predictions. We then construct the �2 using the statis-
tical uncertainties in the MC datasets. We do the fit by
first, for a given value of mt, minimizing �2 with respect
to the ⌦i parameters. The resulting marginalized �2 is
then minimized with respect to mt used in the QCD pre-
dictions. Uncertainties obtained for the QCD parameters
from this �2 simply reflect the MC statistical uncertain-
ties used to construct the �2. When fitting for mpole

t or
mMSR

t (1 GeV) we find that the resulting �2 is no longer
sensitive to ↵s(mZ). Therefore we fix ↵s(mZ) to the
world average, and do not consider it as a fit parameter.

To estimate the perturbative uncertainty in the QCD
predictions we take 500 random points in the profile-
function parameter space and perform a fit for each of
them. The 500 sets of best-fit values provide an ensem-
ble from which we remove the upper and lower 1.5% in
the mass values to eliminate potential numerical outliers.
From the ensemble we determine central values from the
average of the largest and smallest values and perturba-
tive uncertainties from half the covered interval.

To illustrate the calibration procedure we use
Pythia 8.205 [33, 34] with the e+e� default tune 7
(the Monash 2013 tune [35] for which ⇤c = 0.5 GeV)
for top mass parameter values mMC

t = 170, 171, 172,
173, 174 and 175 GeV. We use a fixed top quark width
�t = 1.4 GeV which is independent of mMC

t . (Final
calibration results for a mMC

t -dependent top width dif-
fer by less than 25 MeV). No other changes are made
to the default settings. To minimize statistical uncer-
tainties we generate each distribution with 107 events.
We have carried out fits for the following seven Q sets
(in GeV units): (600, 1000, 1400), (700, 1000, 1400),
(800, 1000, 1400), (600 – 900), (600 – 1400), (700 – 1000)
and (700 – 1400), where the ranges refer to steps of 100.
For each one of these sets we have considered three ranges
of ⌧

2

in the peak region: (60%, 80%), (70%, 80%) and
(80%, 80%), where (x%, y%) means that we include re-
gions of the spectra whose ⌧

2

< ⌧peak

2

having cross-section

values larger than x% of the peak height, and ⌧
2

> ⌧peak

2

with cross sections larger than y% of the peak height,
where ⌧peak

2

is the peak position. This makes a total of
21 fit settings each of which give central values and scale
uncertainties for the top mass and the ⌦i.

Numerical Results of the Calibration: To visu-
alize the stability of our fits we display in Fig. 1 the
distribution of best-fit mass values obtained for 500 ran-
dom profile functions for mMC

t = 173 GeV based on the
Q set (600 � 1400) and the bin range (60%, 80%). Re-
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FIG. 1. Distribution of best-fit mass values from the scan
over parameters describing perturbative uncertainties. Re-
sults are shown for cross sections employing the MSR mass
mMSR

t (1GeV) (top two panels) and the pole mass mpole

t

(bottom two panels), both at N2LL and NLL. The Pythia
datasets use mMC

t = 173GeV as an input (vertical red lines).

sults are shown for mMSR

t (1 GeV) and mpole

t at NLL
and N2LL order, exhibiting good convergence, with the
higher order result having a smaller perturbative scale
uncertainty. The results for mMSR

t (1 GeV) are stable and
about 200MeV below mMC

t confirming the close relation
of mMSR

t (1 GeV) and mMC

t suggested in Ref. [4, 5]. We
observe that mpole

t is about 1.1 GeV (NLL) and 0.7 GeV
(N2LL) lower than mMC

t , demonstrating that corrections
here are bigger, and that the MC mass can not sim-

ply be identified with the pole mass. These fit results
are compatible with converting mMSR

t with R ' µB '
µSQ/mt ' 10 GeV to mpole

t using Eq. (4), where µB is
the renormalization scale of the jet function JB,⌧2 which
governs the dominant mass sensitivity. In Fig. 2 we see
the level of agreement between the MC and theory re-
sults in the MSR scheme at N2LL order for this fit. The
bands show the N2LL perturbative uncertainty from the
profile variations.

The results from the fits to the 21 di↵erent Q sets and
bin ranges mentioned above are quite similar. The dif-
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MC	mass	to	pole	mass	conversion MC	mass	to	MSR	mass	conversion

Convergence	better	using	MSR	than	pole	for	boosted	tops		(1608.01318)

Which	MC	mass	is	it?

mMC
t �! mMSR

t �! mMS
t

Unboosted tops,	should	use	pp	->	tt at	NLOmatched	to	parton showers
• Including	interference	and	decay	in	PowhegBox (1607.04538)
• Uses	NLO	pole	mass
• Still	tuning	ambiguity	induced	by	matching	to	PS

mpole

t �! mMS

t
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MC	mass	is	not	a	single	mass
• Depends	on	process	(e+e- vs	pp)
• Depends	on	tuning
• Should	be mMC

t (↵s, ISR,FSR, had-model, · · · )

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35

Estimate	tuning	uncertainty	by	varying	tunes
• Use	ATLAS	A14	tunes,	cross	check	with	others
• Simulate	top	events,	cluster,	and	fit	shape	to	extract	mass 160 165 170 175 180

0

2000

4000

6000

8000

�mMC
t = 530MeV

• Corrects	for	Jet	Energy	Scale	(exp.	Issue)
• Also	corrects	for	soft	radiation

• ISR,	FSR,	Underlying	Event,	Pileup…

cover the range of uncertainties in the MC. Our overall uncertainty is computed by adding
the uncertainty from the six groups of tunes in quadrature.

In addition to using the A14 tunes, we also look at tunes Tune:pp = 14 � 18. In some
plots, we will show the uncertainty from the envelope over these tunes. We include this as
a cross check only; tunes 14-18 are not used to to calculate our overall uncertainty. We find
the relative reduction in uncertainty using grooming is fairly insensitive to which set of tunes
are used, although obviously the absolute size of the reduction does depend on which tunes
are chosen. We did not look at the comparison with hewig or any other generator, since
the procedure for combining the hewig uncertainty with the pythia one is arbitrary.

For e+e�, we estimate uncerainty by looking at the envelope over tunes 1, 3 and 7.
To be clear, our main concern is the relative improvement in the uncertainty from using

grooming. This relative improvement is largely independent of the absolute size of the
uncertainty (e.g. soft-drop reduces the uncertainty by 26%). We quote absolute uncertainties
for concreteness, but a proper estimate must be done in the context of the experimental
measurement which is beyond the scope of, and not the point of, this paper.

3 W -calibration

One of the biggest systematic uncertainties in top mass measurements is due to jet energy
scale (JES). For this paper, we define JES as the uncertainty on how much energy and
momentum is in a jet given a particular detector response, although other definitions are
sometimes used. One way to calibrate JES is through a standard reference whose energy
is known. For events with top quarks a natural reference is the W -boson mass, which is
known to precision of a few MeV. Thus one can demand on an event-by-event basis that the
W boson is always reconstructed correctly by rescaling the energy of all particles by some
factor [26, 44]. We call this W-calibration.

W -calibration corrects for a lot of issues associated with detector response, so it is com-
mon used as a JES correction in experiment. Note however that W -calibration also corrects
for contamination in the W decay products coming from underlying event, pileup, ISR going
into the W decay products and FSR going out of the W decay products. Thus by putting
the reconstructed W exactly at the right mass, more than just JES is corrected for. Thus it
is meaningful, and indeed very useful as we will see, to use W -calibration even for MC-only
top mass studies, as we are doing here.

For our implementation of W -calibration, we calculate mfit

W from the invariant mass of

the W decay products, and then we rescale the fit top quark mass by mfit

t ! mfit

t
mMC

W

mfit

W
, with

mMC

W = mpole

W = 80.4 GeV.
For each group of A14 tunes, as described in the previous section, we calculate �mMC

t

where �mfit

t is taken to be half the di↵erence between the maximum and minimum value of
mfit

t within the group. The result of �mMC

t with and without the W -calibration is shown in

7

W	calibration:

�mMC
t = 200MeV
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Reducing	MC	mass	uncertainty
Additional	reduction	with	jet	grooming

Jet	Trimming	(arXiv:0912.1342) Soft	Drop	(arXiv:1402.2657)
• Reclusters with	kT
• Drops	soft	subjets or	size	Rsub

psubjetT < fcut p
jet
T

• Reclusters with	Cambridge/Aachen
• Drops	soft	branches	of	tree

a more comprehensive study (involving detector simulation, systematic uncertainty and so
on, all of which are well beyond the scope of our study).

4 Grooming

In a top mass measurement based on hadronic decay products of the top quark, the re-
constructed four-momentum of the top is sensitive to the underlying event and initial- and
final-state radiation. More underlying event activitiy will typically give a large contribution
to the top quark four-momentum, which will directly a↵ect the reconstructed top mass. To
mitigate these e↵ects, many di↵erent jet grooming algorithms have been introduced to re-
move wide-angle and/or soft radiation, as mentioned in the introduction. In this section we
study how the application of jet grooming techniques can reduce the uncertainty on mMC

t .
We focus our attention on two groomers, trimming [24] and soft drop [25]. Based on the
improvements on the systematic uncertainty with W -calibration, as seen in the previous
section, we will consider both groomed jets with and without the calibration applied.

4.1 Optimizing Groomer Parameters

Every grooming algorithm is defined in terms of some set of parameters that we can optimize
based on our application. Trimming reclusters each jet using the kT algorithm [52, 53] with
characteristic radius R

sub

, and it discards contributions from subjets which carry less than
a fraction f

cut

of the transverse momentum of the original jet. Soft drop reclusters the jet
using the Cambridge-Aachen (A/C) algorithm [54,55], and depends on two parameters, the
soft threshold z

cut

and an angular exponent �. It breaks the jet into two subjets (labeled 1
and 2) by undoing the last stage of the C/A clustering, then checks the soft drop condition
min(pT1

,pT2

)

pT1

+pT2

= z > z
cut

�
�R

12

R

��
. If the subjets pass this condition, the jet is the final soft-

dropped jet, otherwise the subjet with smaller pT is thrown out, and the procedure is iterated.
For both trimming and soft drop, we would like to know which grooming parameters

minimize �mMC

t as we look at the variations within the A14 tunes. As in Section 3, we
will consider the 6 subgroups of the A14 tunes: PDF set variations, VAR1, VAR2, VAR3a,
VAR3b and VAR3c. For each group we calculate �mMC

t for each set of groomer parameters,
and the uncertainties from the six groups is added in quadrature and plotted in Fig. 3. With-
out W -calibration we find trimming does not help and for soft-drop (z⇤

cut

, �⇤) = (0.05, 0.5) is
optimal. With W -calibration we find for the optimum is at (f ⇤

cut

, R⇤
sub

) = (0.02, 0.2), while
for soft drop the optimum is at (z⇤

cut

, �⇤) = (0.1, 1.0). We will call these values our optimized
parameters in the rest of this paper.

9

�mMC

t
,tot

[GeV]

�mMC

t
,tot

[GeV]

.

.

.

Trimming Soft drop

Trimming

W-calibrated

Soft drop

W-calibrated

 Uncorrected

 Uncorrected

Figure 3: Contour plot showing �mMC,tot

t calculated from the six groups of A14 tunes for
a range of trimming and soft drop parameters. Top panels: without W -calibration using
contour spacing of 100 MeV; bottom panels: with W -calibration using contour spacing of
10 MeV. The stars mark the optimal parameters. There is no star in the first panel since
trimming only increases the top-mass uncertainty without W -calibration.

Table 1: Optimal grooming parameters:

Trimming Soft Drop

(f⇤
cut, R

⇤
sub) (z⇤cut,�

⇤
)

without W -calibration – (0.05,0.5)

with W -calibration (0.02,0.2) (0.1,1.0)

10
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Reducing	MC	mass	uncertainty

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35

Figure 4: Comparison of �mMC

t for subsets of A14 tunes, pp tunes and e+e� tunes, for soft
drop, trimming and no grooming for optimized grooming parameters.

Table 2: Uncertainties on mMC

t after various corrections are included. Percentage change
from no grooming, without W -calibration is shown in parenthesis. We estimate around a 50
MeV uncertainty on these numbers due to statistical fluctuations and fitting inaccuracies.

without W calibration with W-calibration

No grooming 530 MeV 200 MeV (�62%)

Trimming 530 MeV (0.0%) 170 MeV (�68%)

Soft drop 390 MeV (�26%) 140 MeV (�74%)

e+e� 110 MeV (�79%) 50 MeV (�90%)

After optimizing the grooming parameters, we study the e↵ect of grooming for each of
the A14 groups of tunes. In Fig. 4 we show a comparison of the calculated �mMC

t with
soft drop, trimming and no grooming, both with and without W -calibration. Our results
are summarized in Table 2. In Fig. 4 we also include the uncertainty coming from envelope
over tunes Tune:pp = 14 � 18 (using the A14 optimized groomer parameters). That the
uncertainty is in the range of the other tunes indicates that improvements from grooming
does not crucially depend on fine tuning of groomer parameters. We also show the envelope
over tunes Tune:ee = 1, 3, 7 for e+e� ! tt̄ events.

For trimming, we see that without W -calibration, trimming only makes the uncertainty
worse. After W -calibration, trimming helps in almost all of the tunes. Adding the A14 tune

11

Soft-drop	reduces	
uncertainty	to

�mMC
t = 140MeV
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Soft	drop	is	theory-friendly
• Soft	drop	jets	are	process-independent	(no	event-wide	color	connections)
• Resummation known	to	NNLL	level
• Active	area	of	theory	research
• CMS	just	measured	soft-drop	jet	mass		(SMP-16-010)

Jet	mass	theory
(arXiv 1603.06375)

3

(mt/Q)h(�d,mt/Q). The mt/Q prefactor pulls out the
dominant dependence on the boost. It cancels out the
Q/mt boost factor in the argument of JB in Eq. (4),
which largely eliminates the Q dependence of the peak
position observed in the ungroomed case. If we take the

n-th moment then ⌦(1)e↵

n =
R
dk

0
k

0n
F̃C(k0, 1,mt/Q) =

[
R
d�d dt(�d)hn(�d,mt/Q)]⌦(1)

n ⌘ hhni⌦(1)

n , so the hhni
causes the e↵ective moments to only have residual mt/Q

dependence. We implement Eq. (6) by computing hhi
and hh2i exactly and using the resulting ⌦(1)e↵

1

and ⌦(1)e↵

2

to specify the function F̃C .
The result in Eq. (5) is a direct generalization of the

results in Refs. [9, 11, 14, 17, 23], whereas Eq. (4) is more
involved. To derive it we first show that

d�(�J)

dMJ
= N(�J , zcut,�, µ)

Z
dŝ

0
d�d Dt

⇣
ŝ

0
,�d,

mt

Q

⌘

⇥
Z
d` dk JB

⇣
ŝt � ŝ

0�Q`

mt
, �m,µ

⌘
FC(k, 1)

⇥ SC

h⇣
`� kmt

Q

h

�
�d,

mt

Q

�⌘
Q

1
1+�

cut

,�, µ

i
, (7)

where this JB(ŝ, �m,µ) is the stable top jet-function and
Dt(ŝ0,�d,mt/Q) encodes the angular cross-section of the
top-decay products. The calculation of Dt requires a geo-
metric sum of decay product bubbles, where one hadron-
ically decaying bubble is cut. In the non-cut bubbles we
just keep �t yielding the resonant contribution

Dt

⇣
ŝ

0
,�d,

mt

Q

⌘
=

�t dt

�
�d,

mt
Q

�

⇡(ŝ0 2+�2

t )

h
1+O

⇣
ŝ

0

mt

⌘i
. (8)

For the calculation of dt(�d,mt/Q) we can set ŝ

0 = 0,
leading to the factorized structure in Eq. (8). Thus we
can do the integral over ŝ

0 in Eq. (7) which gives back
the unstable jet function JB(ŝ, �m,�t, µ) [9]. Changing
variable to k

0 = h(�d)k then turns Eq. (7) into Eq. (4)
with Eq. (6) for the function F̃C .

Eqs. (4) and (5) determine theMJ spectrum as a Breit-
Wigner distribution smeared by non-perturbative correc-
tions and dressed by perturbative corrections including
resummed large Sudakov double logarithms from the hi-
erarchy pT � mt � �t > ⇤

QCD

. As a default we take
pT � 750GeV, |⌘| < 2.5, z

cut

= .01, � = 2, jets with
radius R = 1, p

veto

T = 200GeV, and plot spectra nor-
malized over the displayed range. In Fig. 2 we test the
factorization theorem predictions using default Pythia
8.219 including hadronization and MPI e↵ects, and the
soft drop plugin in FastJet [13, 24]. In Fig. 2a we show
the dependence on z

cut

, and observe a dramatic shift to
smaller MJ at precisely the small z

cut

⇠ 0.005 predicted
by Eq. (2), see Fig.1b’s red line. Increasing z

cut

further
does not groom soft radiation inside the radius deter-
mined by the top decay products, leaving the peak posi-
tion quite stable even beyond the limit in Eq. (2), unlike
for massless jets. In Fig. 2b we demonstrate that the

a)

b)

c)

d)

FIG. 2. Dependence in Pythia 8 of the MJ spectrum on the
a) soft drop parameter z

cut

, b) jet radius R, and c) anti-kT
jet veto pvetoT . In d) we compare results for e+e� ! tt̄ and
pp ! tt̄ with and without the light soft drop and with MPI
interactions on and o↵.

light groomed spectrum becomes independent of the jet
radius R for R

>⇠ 0.9, as expected, in contrast to the

Jet	mass	experiment
CMS	(SMP-16-010)

Boosted	top	jet	theory
(arXiv 1708.02586)
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Summary

• Top	MC	mass	is	tuning	dependent
• Dependence	reduced	with

• W-Calibration	(JES	calibration)
• Soft-drop	jet	grooming

• Theory	friendly �mMC
t = 140MeV

�mMC
t = 530MeV

�mMC
t = 200MeV

mpole

t �! mMS

t

• May	be	possible	convert	to	MC	mass	to	well-defined	mass	(MSR	mass)	for	boosted	tops	
• Unboosted tops	should	use	NLO top	mass	distribution,	matched	to	MC

• Available	in	Powheg (see	1607.04538)
• NLO	reduces	pure	theory	uncertainty
• Residual	tuning	uncertainty	same	as	MC	mass	tuning	uncertainty

0.112 0.114 0.116 0.118 0.120 0.122

168

170

172

174

176

178

Need	Dmt <	250	MeV	to	exclude	absolute	stability

• Mass	reconstruction	in	semileptonic top	decays	
is	currently	the	best	method	for	top	mass	measurement

Converting	between	schemes	is	a	theory	problem
Reducing	sensitivity	to	tuning	has	to	be	done	during	measurement


